4O2	CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
Ethiopians ought to be kicked out of the Assembly as the
price of Italy's return to sincere collaboration.
The Italians immediately instituted a death penalty for
two crimes : the first was participation in the looting of
Addis Ababa, and the second was the possession of arms
within three days of their entry. On the first charge they
could have executed the whole population of Shoa except
the Abuna and Mrs. Martin ; on the second they could
have shot most of them a second time since it took more
than three days for the news to reach its destination. So
wide was the vacuum of terror which separated the
conqueror from the armed Ethiopian.
Eighty-five Ethiopians, accused of looting, were tried and
sent to death by a Summary Court. But the shootings
on the spot by the Carabinieri were far greater : and they
were done without even the pretence of trial. If things
that looked as if they were not his own were found in a
tukul, the owner was shot there and then by the search
party. French official inquirers calculated that at least
fifteen hundred were killed in this way.
Addis was not encouraged to refill, though Italian
aeroplanes scattered pamphlets saying that it was now safe
to return. The town preserved its gaunt, empty air. The
debris was cleared off the streets, but it lay in grey heaps
behind the shell-walls of its burnt centre. A black and
crumbled fabric, it presented no life as one drove along the
Rue Makonnen, and through the market, and to Giorghis :
once crowded with people on wet days and on dry.
Everybody had gone to the hills.
There were no cigarettes nor wine for the Italian
soldiers.
In these solemn circumstances a victory parade was held,
and the Italian Empire of Ethiopia was proclaimed. Poor
Tasfai and Kidane Mariam were herded with other
Ethiopian exhibits near the saluting base and instructed to
perform the Fascist salute every time a detachment passed.
The American journalists who had come with the Italians
were mightily amused : it was great fun, they said, seeing
Tasfai and Kidane nearly splitting their sides with the
Fascist salute.
After that Kidane was flown away in an aeroplane and

